
· Prior experience: CCS is unusual in that no student will have studied 
this subject at GCSE. However, certain prior skills are advantageous 
such as those in text analysis from English literature, practical making, 
and visual awareness. There are also always a small minority of 
students who have a stronger family background in visual arts and 
others who have no experience of gallery, museum visit or the work of 
others.

· Summer bridging tasks: these are intended to get all students to look 
at the work of others and respond personally (rather than relying on the 
ideas of others). Students are also asked to respond to the objects 
around them at home and consider the meaning we attribute to all 
objects (regardless of their ‘value’). The tasks are designed to even out 
some of the prior experience. The curriculum is flexible, and all the 
individual Year 12 projects have a degree of autonomy. So, for example, 
the first project on Identity and Art involves all students being 
introduced to selection of new artists all of who explore one aspect of 
identity; mental health, gender, race, etc. Students can then crate a 
booklet on one of these artists. They respond to their work from their 
own point of view, considering what this artist’s work means to them. 
This task is also diagnostic. It is clear from this task which students are 
confident in organising their ideas, presenting ideas and writing 
coherently.
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· Mian diagnostic task: at the end of week 2 all year 12 students produce 
a 500-word description and analysis of a specific self-portrait. Prior to 
this task, we look at the image together in class and discuss how it 
looks and why. All students contribute verbally. The written task 
provides a good indication of the students’ written skills. Their ability to 
structure an assignment, utilise information form the lesson and think 
more personally and independently (higher level). In addition, students 
create their own self portrait. This does not have to look like them but 
should tell me about themselves, their preferred ways of working, skills, 
interest, heritage etc. From these two tasks I can guide students in their 
particular strengths and areas for development. A student who tells me 
they always have their camera with them, for example, will be 
encouraged to use photography in a later task, and/or be encouraged to 
explore photography more academically. Or a student who tells me that 
their mixed heritage is very much part of their identity might be 
encouraged to explore this in relation to a further artist.

· Moving into the assessed coursework units: all the year 12 projects are 
intended to be diagnostic as well as introducing subject knowledge and 
subjects skills (essay writing, presentation, model making, zine 
production etc.). In April of Year 13 students choose a theme which we 
have explored already, thy will also choose a way of working a little later. 
Because of the way the Year 12 course is structured and assessed, I 
fe3el in a strong position to advise students on which themes are 
particularly suited to their skills and interests. A students with great 
model making skills and an interest in architecture will pursue that


